Write one answer from the four possible answers.

For example:
What b is your job?
A. are
X. is
C. be
D. have

41. I post that letter for you on my way to the office?
A. do
B. shall
C. would
D. will

42. I’ll pass the exam.
A. wish
B. want
C. like
D. hope

43. They set the publishing company in 1981.
A. in
B. down
C. off
D. up

44. It’s no talking to Andy when he’s reading. He’ll just ignore you.
A. good
B. point
C. result
D. worth

45. Joe thinks we’ve invited too many guests, but I say the more the ______!
A. best
B. better
C. good
D. worse

46. Demy phoned me to congratulate me ______ passing my test.
A. on
B. for
C. with
D. in

47. You can pick up some fantastic in the sales just now.
A. occasions
B. savings
C. displays
D. bargains

48. We had no complaints at all last year, we?
A. hadn’t
B. didn’t
C. did
D. had

49. The company will pay for your lunch if you’ve still got the ______.
A. received
B. receipt
C. reception
D. recipe

50. speak to them about our idea yesterday?
A. Were you able to
B. Did you manage
C. Did you succeed in
D. Could

51. Come on! we’ll miss the meeting.
A. if we hurry
B. unless we hurry
C. unless we won’t hurry
D. unless we don’t hurry
52. Jack, have you got a moment for a chat? There ________ important work that we need to do over the next few months.
   A. is a few
   B. is an
   C. is some
   D. is many

53. The law is that people ________ pay tax. If you don’t pay, you could go to prison.
   A. have to
   B. should
   C. would
   D. don’t have to

54. The news ________ broadcast at nine o’clock last night.
   A. have been
   B. was
   C. were
   D. has been

55. If you ________ I’m sure you would have got the job.
   A. applied
   B. would apply
   C. had applied
   D. would have applied

56. English ________ all over the world.
   A. speaks
   B. has spoken
   C. is been spoken
   D. is spoken

57. Sales have increased nine percent from €1.2m ________ €1.4m.
   A. into
   B. to
   C. in
   D. out to

58. Our company ________ $4.54 million in Research and Development this year.
   A. is already investing
   B. is already invested
   C. has already invested
   D. already invests

59. The product flopped because there were ________ managers able to solve the problem.
   A. a little
   B. any
   C. no
   D. none

60. British unions ________ as trade unions because they are organized according to trade.
   A. are known
   B. will be known
   C. have been knowing
   D. will know